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Snowstorm paralyzes Central Minnesota
by Lloyd Dalton
NEWS EDITOR

The first serious stonn of the
new year resulted in terrible road
conditions for those who drove

during the weekend, and buried cars
for those who stayed home.
St. Cloud received a tolal of 11.6
inches of snow over the weekend,
breaking last year's January record

of 11 inches. The snowfall was
preceded by freezing rain and sleet,

which contributed to extremely
dangerous sidewalk and road
conditions.
" If this had happened on a
school day, school probably would
have been closed," said Bob
Weisman, associate professor of
Meteorology at SCSU.
A power surge knocked out area

~lectricity around 9:30 a.m
Saturday. Weisman speculated that
ice buildup on power lines and tree
branches resulted in the outage.
The worst weather, however,
missed St. Cloud. Northern areas of
the state received over a foot of
snow, and .some areas received
nearly two feet.
"If the stonn had hit us directly,
it would have definitely broken the

recOrd for snowfall," Weisman said.
The resources of the state, city;
and university were severely taxed
to remove all the snow. 1-94 was
closed for several hours on Sunday.
Grounds crews at SCSU worked
nonstop during the weekend· in
order to ensure that campus could
open on Monday.
"We've got great emergency
crews," said Moe Roche, one

member of a three-man emergency
shoveling crew.
Roche and his co-workers began
shoveling off SCSU's sidewalks
and steps at 6 a.m. Sunday. He
expressed concern over the layer of
ice remaining after snowplows and
shovelers made their rounds,
compliments of Friday's freezing
rain.

Di,rector

ofUPSto
leave
position
by Lloyd Dalton
NEWS EDITOR
Mark Petrick, who has been the director of
University Public Safety for six years, will be
tcnninating his stay at SCSU January 15.
Petrick will be leaving to pursue a career
at Southwest State University, located in
Marshall, MN. He will become the head of
Public Safety at ssu; which did not
previo"usly have a university-run security
program. Petrick has advised SSU since last
June on how to construct a UPS program, and
now intends to assume the responsibility of
building th(, new program up from scratch.
He said he looks forward to the challenge.
"I've done things like this in the past, but
not at this level," Petrick said. ' 'This for me is
not a do-over. This is a work in progress."
Petrick will have the opportunity to teach
classes in his new position, something he is
unable to db at SCSU because of a_lack of
adjunct of money. He said his new IX)Sition is
a step toward earning his doctorate, which in
tum is a step toward be~oming involved in
changes in education in upcoming years.
''To be successful in life, you find a need
and fill it," Petrick said: "With education, it's
obvious we need to build a better mousetrap."
During his stay at SCSU, Petrick presided
over the public safety department and
instituted several improvements, including
the training program.
''Petrick set up a week-long training for
new officers from ground level," said Aaron
Stellmach, a junior at SCSU who is a patrol
Sergeant in UPS. "It includes defensive
driving and drug recognition. They prepare us
for things notxxly wants to have happen, like
bomb threats."

Go TO PETRICK, PAGE 5 •
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Freshmen Nate Vick (left) and Joe Herzberg dig snow tunnels on Atwood Mall Friday afternoon.

University report nears completion
by Lukas Johnson
$TAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

The tentative planning reIX)rt drawn up by
the Strategic Planning Committee is
complete. In this draft, with students as its
main focus, the report outlines six major
goals and their objectives. The final draft will
be completed by Friday.
''Th.is is the first time in a long time the
university came together and looked at where
we want to be, where we're going, who we
are, and where we want lo be in five to ten
years." said Jim Pehler, Faculty Association
President.

The main objective of the SPC is to
focus on improvement of the university.
Faculty, staff and students throughout
campus have been involved in gathering,
as well as offering their positive and
negative opinions of the university system as
a whole.
The first goal is to "enhance teaching
and learning at the undergraduate
and graduate level." The main objectives
of
this
goal
include
enhancing
academic programs, creating an intellectually
challenging
environment
for
all
students, and sustaining focused degree
program$.

"A strength that we have is faculty in the
classroom," Pehler said. "We take pride in
that and it is the key, Our teachers are the
most sought after in the slate."
Another objective of the uniVersity is to
"prepare students, facult;z' and staff to
function effectively in a diverse global
environment." To foster diversity, the
committee intends to develop and enhance
programs to supIX)rt students who major in
programs traditionally dominated by one
gender or race and to ,continue helping and
addressing minority issues.

Go ro COMMITTEE, PAGE 4 •
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TODAY
Men's Wrestling
vs. University of Northern
Colorado at 7:00 p.m.
Halenbeck Hall

Folk Concert
Peter Mayer, who has been
called St. Paul's most
passionate performer, will be
playing at the Quarry at 8

p.m.

Application Deadline
For anyone interested in an
executive position with the
University Program Board.
The deadline for applications
is 4 p.m.

Joanne Benson
bidding to become
next governor

St. Cloud hospital to
sponsor program for
chemical dependency

SCSU gra~uate and associate professor
(curremly on leave of absence) is trying to
become the first woman governor of
Minnesota.
Joan·ne Benson, currently lieutenant
governor, has started a volunteer cOmmittee to
support her 1998 run for the position.

St. Cloud Hospital's Recovery Plus
Chemical Dependency Services will be
sponsoring a program for families of
chemically dependent people.
The program will meet on the fo;st
Saturday of each month in the Counseling
Center at the hospital.
There is no charge for the program and
participants can register at the door. For more
infonnation call 255-5613.

Benson said she created this committee to
help her get the Republican Party's
endorsement.
Benson, 53, has a long pUblic service
~ackground as a teacher, community volunteer
and for the last six-years, as a politician.
Benson currently lives in .SL Cloud with
her husband Bob.

First Call.For Help
has new number

"Spain in Color: 19491995"
Roma Hoff photography
exhibit opens at the Atwood
Memorial Center Gallery
from 3 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Women on
Wednesday
Women and Pornography:
Who's hurting whom?
Brenda Dilly w/11 be speaking
in the Atwood Memorial
Cente r South Voyageurs
Room. The work shop is
free, but nobody under 18
will be admitted because of
the adult nature.

Become Empowered

Movie "Kids"
A movie about a day in the
life of New York teens will be
showing in the Atwood
Memorial Center's Little
Theater at 4 p.m. and 7 p.iTI.

Win Prizes for
Working Out
the winter cartoon-athon
incentive program,
sponsored by Campus
Recreation, is free to
everyone. People will earn 1
point for every 15 minutes
spent working out. For
questions call Chris at 2553325.
To submit information for the
events calendar, mail it to
. University Chronicle, 13 Stewart
Hall, St Cloud, MN 56301-4498

Opatz named pro
tempore
Joe Opatz, SCSU administrator and St.
Cloud DFL representative in the Minnesota
House of Representatives was named the
speaker pro tempore.

Opatz will reside over the House when
current speaker Phil Carruthers is absent.

& NATION

Selective Service Duluth man
registration now accused of
tlie Internet
murder

californians
may soon return Simpson suit
to their homes
might not pay

In addition to other information
on the µ.. s. government's home
page (hUp://www.sss.gov), young
men will now be able to register for
the Selective Service on-line.
According to Selective Service
officials this should make an easy
process even easier. Individ1,mls
enter their information into
the Selective Service home page.
About thirty days after the
information is entered the
individual will be sertt a card
requiring signature. After the card is
mailed back, .the individual is
registered.

For the second straight day rain
stayed away from flooded northern
California, meaning that the
115,000 people forced to evacuate
their homes may soon be able to
return.
President Clinton has done his
part to warn citizens not to move
back too soon. He declared 37
counties in California and 13 in
Idaho a disaster. Clinton also
declared northern Nevada a major
disaster area.
Only a few scattered showers
are expected for the next few days,
with a much needed week of hotter
dryer weather for the next week.

THURSDAY
with an empowerment and
assertiveness training
program for women from
3 p.m. to 5 p.m. at SCSU
Women's Center, Colbert
House N. The cost is $5,
scholarships are available.

new toll free phone number ( 1-800-KIDS-709
or I-800-543-7709).
- First call for Help is an infonnation and
referral line that can be used to answer any
family type questions.
,
With this new toll free number, First Call
for Help in St. Cloud will be an!:>wering calls
throughout centraJ Minnesota.

This position will add to his current other
responsibilities in five committees.

As of Jan. 1, First Call for Help will have a

STATE
WEDNESDAY
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CAMPUS & CoMMpNITY

WHAT'S
HAPPENING

u,vn -ERs1r,,

Michael E. Pero of Duluth ,is
accused of killing Michael D. King
earlier this year.
Pero, 29, is charged with
sec6nd-degree murder and firstdegree attempted criminal sexual
conduct.
Pero is accused of wanting to
tum King, 23, into his sex slave, but
King.died before he got the chance.
King's body was found wrapped
in a sleeping bag inside of a _box
behind Pero's father's home.
Pero's Bail is set at $500,(K)()
and his hearing is set for Jan. 21.

Chronicle
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12YEAR5AGO:..
SCSU Men's Basketball
team was rated the number two
team (Division II) in the nation.
After an I I-game-winning
streak the Huskies lead the
Northern Central Conference,
and cruised to their first NCC
championship.
Before the streak was over
the Huskies won 19 straight
games and spent three weoks as
the number one team in the
nation.
The huskies finished the
season with a 26-4 record.

CoRRECOONS
University Chronicle will

f~~~~se~~ieiffu~~1i~d

a problem with a story - an
error of fact or point
requiring clarification please call (320) 255-4086.

If Fred Goldman wins his civil
suit against 0.1. Simpson, he might
not see the type of money that is
usually presint in cases of this size.
At this - time, Sim!)son's
estimated worth is only around $6
million, and he owes money to his
Dream Team lawyers (criminal
case) and the IRS for back taxes
while he was in jail.
Goldman, who's son Ronald
was
murdered
along
with
Simpson's ex-wife Nicole ha.'> said
many times he is not suing Simpson
for money. He wants to sec justice
served.
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Recent stats show drQp in assaults
by Muhammad Karim
STAFF WRIT/iR

SCSU sexual assault services
recently
published
statistics
concerning the number of reported
sexual assault cases involving

students.

·

According to this report, 11
female SCSU students have been
victims of either rape or attempted
rape between July I and Nov. 30 of
1996. Three additional sexual
assaults have been reported since
then, according to Lee LaDue,
coordinator- of sexual assault
services.
Eight of these incidents took place
in the university's. residence halls.

All of the women involved survived
their attack, and all of the perpetrators

were male.
LaDuc said that statistics show a
decline in sexual assault on campus,
but much work will ·be required in

order to eradicate it completely.
"One out of every four women
will be the victim of either rape or
attempted rape sometime in their
college career," LaDue said. "It's
very frightening. There is a lot of
work to be done"
LaDue sald she feels a
contributing factor to sexual assault is
the lack of an appropriate response on
the part of the legal system when
dealing with the victims of attacks.
Some of the police officers, attorneys
and judges are operating under preconceived stereotypes in regards to
rape, she said.

'1__ _ _::..__ _ _ ____:_

Julia Peterson/PHOTO IilllSTRA.TtoN

_J

Recent statistics gathered
between July 1 and Nov. 30,
1996 show a decline in sexual
assaults on SCSU's campus.

LaDue explained that sometimes
the integrity of the victim is called
into question.
"Many women feel victimized by
the legal system," I..aDue said. 'They
are bombarded with questions and
aremadetofeelworsebecauseofthe
insensitivity expressed by some
people-both men and women-in
the legal establishment."
One of the myths attached to
sexual assaults is the belief that these
attacks are the result of drug and
alcohol usage, LaDue said. The
recent statistics for SCSU indicate

man. Female students must tell men
what it · is like to live in ! society
where they are in fear of being
assaulted or possibly raped."
Tonya Faundecn is a senior
majoring in biomedical science. She
is also the presideryt of Campus
Advocates Againsi Se~ual Assault
(CAASA), an organization dedicated
to educating students about the issue
of sexual assault on the SCSU
campus. The organization has held
several events in the past, the most
notable \'fas a speech by Katie
Koestner, the individual r~sponsible

that only five of the 14 cases involved
drugs or alcohol.

~~~;roi~~n~j~~;~~:t/:t:e':~" ;~
assault by a stranger as opposed to an

con~J~:~~;; :;~:,l~~u:l~~~ti~:: · acquaintance.
of communication is the main
problem.
"Many women simply do iiot talk
about these things," LaDue said.
"Men feel defel1S_ive about the whole
thing, and women arc not quite sure
how to approach it. We must begin a
dialogue about sexual assault.
Discussion is the only way to deal
with such a serious issue."
LaDue said SCSU has made great
strides toward confronting ,:ind
recognizing the seriousness of the
problem. She said when she was a
student, the university tried to cover
things up for fear of damaging its
reputation. The general consensus
now is to ex.pose the problem and
stamp it out, she said.
LaDue said she would like SCSU
students to come face to face with the
issue of sexual assault.
"Students should exchange ideas
and strategies in the war against
sexual assault," LaDue said. "Male
students should share with their
female friends what it is like to be a

as~,~~e i~f t~~e i:fi~~s t~!:~~;x~
committed by a stranger jumping
from behind a bush," Faundecn said.
"Quite the contrary is true. Most
cases I have heard about or read of
were Committed by someone who
knew the victim. This is why many
worilen are afraid to speak out about
their experiences. They are scared of
OCing put down or doubted."
Barton Erickson, a member of
CAASA, said far too many male
students ignore the issue of sexual
assault because they feel it does not
pertain to them. He said he believes
students should personalize the
situation.
'Think about the fact that it might
be your mother, your sister or your
girlfriend being the next victim of
sexual assault," Erickson said. "It is
vital for everyone,-female and male,
to take a stand and make a
difference."

Go TO ASSAULTS,
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Car accident teaches lesson about safety belts
by Brian Wierima
STAFF WRITER

Marty Rossini's daughter, Amy, would be
22-years-old today if not for the car accident
which took her life over 16 years ago.
Rossini, a SCSU alumni, decided to use
his tragedy to educate younger. students,
specifically sixth graders, about using their
scat belts.
Jim Bertram of · Leaming Resource
Sci-vice produced a 15-minute video called,
"It Can Happen to Anyone, A Father's
Message," accounting Rossini's tragedy.
Bertram explained Ross.ini, who was a
driving .instructor for 20 years before the
accident, took his daughter and two other
children to the store just down the block. The
children were in the back seat of his station
wagon with no seat belts on. They came to a
four-way stop intersection and stopped.
Rossini looked both ways before proc~ing
through the stop sign. As lhey drQve through
the intersection, a car ran a stop sign and hit
the station wagon, causing it to spin around.
Amy and another ch.ild were catapulted out
through the window. Amy hit a rigid stop sign
post with ~er head and was pennanently brain
dead.
Bertram said the video relives the
unfortunate day. He said shots were taken out
al the gravesitc, the intersection where the
accident took place, and scans pictures of
Amy.
"We had Marty (Rossini) relive what had
happened 16 years ago, almost to the day,"
Bertram said, "It was a challenging project."
In the video, Rossini lectures to
elementary students about the importance of
_ wearing seat belts, Bertram said.
· The challenge to the project was making
Rossini retrace his steps from a horrible event
in his life, Bertram said. Bertram said Rossini
told him he never drives through the

Shane A.

Opatz/ASSISTl,NI PIIOTO EDfTOR

Jim Bertram of Leaming Resource Services at SCSU produced an emotional 15
minute video depicting the story of Amy Rossini, who was killed in a car crash.
intersection whe~ he lost his daughter.
"Marty (Rossini) was a great person to
work with," Bertram said. "Still, at the same
time, you're asking someone to talk about the ·
most stressful thing that happened in their
life."
It was emotional putting together a video
collage about a person who is no longer living
Bertram said.
"I have a 6,year-old daughter, too,"
Bertram said. "It pulled pretty close at the
heartstrings."
Bertram believes this was the most
purposeful project he has ever done in his 18

years at SCSU.
"Marty (Rossini) saw this project as
putting closure to this episode in his life,"
Bertram said. "It was a feeling of doing
something good with a negative situation and
trying to put a purpose behind it."
The message Bertram wants the video to
give is to teach younger children to put on
their seat belts.
"Getting into the habit of wearing a seat
belt is just that, a habit," Bertram said. "And
habits are best started when you're young."
The video is being used in the Kids
Teaching Kids Program, which is

- administered by the Minnesota Highway
Safety Center at SCSU.
Cheri Sundin, Director of the Minnesota
Highway Safety Center at SCSU, said the
video is a v,ery effective and emotional tool
for convincing kids to start using a seat belt.
Sundin said the video is shown
specifically to sixth graders.
"Kids don't have a choice of driving, but
they do have a choice of whether or not to
buckle up7' Sundin said. "When we get to
sixth grade, this is our last chance with ,these
kids an~, we let them see that it can hapi;ien to
anyone
Sundin explained the Kids Teaching Kids
Program is a peer teaching peer program. It's
an elementary traffic s-afety program
consisting of four lessons. Three lessons are
devoted to alcohol awareness and driving and
one to seat belt safety. Each lesson takes from
20-30 minutes.
Students are chosen by their teachers to
teach their peers. Peer leaders arc discovered
by their teachers after they take workshops
run by the Minnesota Highway Safety Center,
Sundin said. She explained sixth graders
usually are chosen as peer leaders with
a combination of fifth · and fourth
graders.
Sundin said the higher academically
inclined students arc not always the peer
leaders,
"Sometimes it's your trouble maker of.the
school or it's the lower functioning student,"
Sundin said.
The Kids Teaching Kids Program began
in 1984 and it is important to keep the
program running, Sundin said.
'The number one reason people are dying
on our highways is because of alcohol,"
Sundin said. "We want to get the word out to
the kids right now before they get to the
age where they wouldn't listen very
well."

VNWEHSf'W Ohronicle

Committee
'The university must understand
that we're working not just in
central Minnesota, but in a global
society," Pehler said.
A third goal focuses on

PAGE 1

oriented
environment
for
everyone." A few objectives are to
develop a beautification plan,

Assaults
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Erickson said he feels angry when he hears
disparaging remarks about women. He said these
remarks are indicative· of society's indifference to the
victim of sexual assault.
"When we men put each other down, the main
thing we say is something that would make our
opponent feel feminine," said Erickson. "We call each
other a pussy or a faggot. ~at does this say about us?
It says we still have a long way to go in order to
eradicate sexism, which in its extreme fonn results in
violence against women." "
·
Both Faundeen and Erickson Said CAASA is
planning a conference dealing with the drug
Rohypnol, or "roofie," which is used to temporarily
incapacitate the victim making it easier to take
advantage of them. Faundeen said the conference will
be an educational project so students will know about
this and similar drugs.
"We must know about these things," Faundeen
said. "It is bizarre that some people would think
nothing of using this type of drug to take advantage of

someone else."
Faundeen said students must wake up to the effects
of sexual assault.
"I think the issue of sexual assault makes a lot of
people uncomfortable, and when things make us
uncomfortable, we tend to ignore them. I encourage
the campus community lo open its eyes· to sexual
assault and the traumatic effect it has, not only on
the victim, but their family and friends as
well."
The conference is scheduled for January 28.
CAASA is also planning to host the sixth annual
national student conference on sexual violence. The
theme of the event will be "Challenging the comfort
zone; consciousness on campus.:· The conference will
be held at SCSU on the weekend of March 21. The
keynote speaker is Andrea Dworkin, an internationally
known crusader against the exploita1ion of women in
pornography..
For more infonnation about either cOnference,
students can contact CAASA at 255-3995.

ensure a quality advisement system,
increase transitional counseling of
students, and enhance student
relationships." According to Pehler, services.
this means the university intends to
The sixth goal focuses on
become more involved iri the Twin "achieving
leadership
in
information
technology
applications in administration and
Some related objectives include institution." This goal states the
designing curricular ~----u_n_iv_ers_i-ty_•s~ i~~:~oni~o ensure
requirements that
education, enhance
expose students to
computer capacity
community services
and
institutional
and
community/
data
gathering
based scholarship,
~
~
capabilit;es,
and
enhancing
·
~
provide any needed
relationships with
faculty
and
staff
business,
development
in
community
technology.
nonprofit
organizations and
Together, these
PAGE1
government.
TIDlJ'
goals represent the
To accomplish
university'seffortto
Winter this year has already
this, the university
focus energies to
Weisman said the short delay
will set polic i e s , ~ - - - - - - ~ create a momentum, betweenf stor;;s is _the primary proven to be more severe than last
year, according to Weisman. He
allocate resources and '1t according to Robinson.
::i:al e~o~/1nst1~:1~as~n1/c~: explained that as opposed to last
mechanisms in place to assure
"We're a vibrant, changing city and university traffic routes, year's periodic mild spells, this
collaboration between SCSU and institution," she said. "We need many parking lots shrunk in size winter has been characterized by
its communities.
to focus on these things for the due to snow heaps. Parked cars constant cold weather.
were buried in droves. Strong winds
Weisman said other uncommon
"We as a university need to next five years and then reassess."
Robinson
said
altho~gh · made blowing .and drifting snow meteorological
effects
have
reach out to the community and the
contributed to make this year's
community needs to be inviting, the university has many worthwhile another negative factor.
However inconvenient this weather some of the strangest in
understancling and be accepting of goals, funding has been a
the
differences
this limiting factor in the past, and weekend's weather was, next · recent history. The freezing rain in
international university offers," will remain an issue in achieving weekend's is expected to be worse. the beginning of January is one
Pehler said.
future objectives.
Plunging
temperatures
are example. Weisman said the cause
''There are so many things forecasted, due to a mass of arctic for the unusual weatherpattems lies
Lora Robinson, chainnan of the
in the jet stream, which is in a
a
university
can
do
that
are
so
air
moving
down
from
Alaska
and
SPC, said she sees some distance
between the university and the good, but we can't do them all," Canada. Vvind-chill factors of position nonnally associated with
summer
months.
she
said.
"We
really
have
to
say
below
minus
50
degrees
are
distinct
community.
''The overall effect is that it's
'yes' to some things and 'no' 10 possibilities.
The next goal focuses on others."
''This should make the cold been a very strange·winter," he said.
"building a safe secure, respectful
temperatures around Christmas "We've had snow, cold, and sleet. It
campus environment." According
The process of revising the look like a picnic," Weisman said.
hasn't been completely anything."
to Pehler and Robinson, the party draft and implementing future
school image iS easily played on, goals will require input from
making SCSU's public image quite
faculty and staff,
low. Pehler pointed out the students,
according to Karen Schmid,
university is one of the most highly- Ass;stant Dean in the College of
• .
accredited state universities, with Social Sciences.
over 20 nationally accredited
programs.
"It'speople
an open
process Schmid
and we
want
involved,"
"If you look beyond our public said. "G;ve us you, suggestions and
image we come out good," said thoughts."
Robinson.
Pehler
emphasized
the
"We've put together a fairly safe importance of continuing to address
campus," Pehler said. "We current problems and new ones that
announce publicly the incidents that may arise.
occ"ur in order to stop them and
"SCSU is aware of its problems
become aware of them. We will and what it needs to work on," he
not tolera1e violence."
said. "We've got a damn good base
The fifth goal outlines an effort to work from and -we can only get
to "create a welcoming service- better."
·
"bui lding

university

external
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Starts January 10th at a Theatre Near You

TU!1SGlay, Jantrc11o/ 7,c..MJ9T.

Petrick
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Petrick's enthusiasm and talent for

motivation are contagious, according to UPS
officers.
"Mark imposes a think.for-yourself

attitude," said Jason Nolan, a junior at SCSU
and patrol officer for UPS.
"He's very energetic-nothing gets him

down," said Ann Marie Eberlein, a junior at

justice students is partly due to.•the quality

SCSU and a field training officer for UPS.

training program, according to Stellmach.

"He's really helped me develop,. and he's
_'The fact tliat we have such a good
been there for everyone.
program can attract people from other fields,"
Only 54 percent of the officers from · he said. 'The mixture makes us more
University Public Safety are Criminal justice rounded."
majors. The large percentage of non-criminal
The payoff for the extra training effort is
realized when students graduate, and can
benefit from · their experiences as UPS
officers, Petrick said.
"My students are going into a very
competitive world, and they're marketable,"
Petrick said. "When they leave here, they
know how to deal with people. SCSU turns
out quality students, and we know this
because we hear it from police chiefs and
businessmen."
Petrick said his own interpersonal skills
have increased as well. as a result of his time
atSCSU.
"At first, I had problems talking to press;
and going on camera," he said. ''To beat that,
I always left my lunch hour open to talk to
students who interviewed me for classes. I've
given hundreds of interviews."
The efforts of Petrick and the officers
·working under him resulted · in the
department's earning the 1995 Jeanne Clery

Tracanne Nelson, (left) Ann Marie
Eberlein, Josh Thompson and Mark
Petrick stand as a team near a U.P.S.

vechicle. Petrick will be leaving as
director of U.P.S. at SCSU January 15.

Award. which recognized SCSU's open
policy for the release of crime statistics and
reports.
Petrick gave credit for his succe~ses to
administrators who have helped and advised
him, including Morris Kurtz, Director of
intercollegiate athletics, and Eugene
Gilchrist, Vice President of Administrative
Affairs.
..
.
"Gilchrist empowered me to make
decisions and to do strategic planning,"
Petrick said. "Gene was a mentor of mine.
He's very politically acute."
Petrick said he does have some regrets
about leaving SCSU, including an unrealized
goal to stage a disaster-management exercise.
He expressed confidence that his absence will
not affect the overall perfonnance of UPS. He
explained that the quality and dedication of
student officers is what makes this possible.
"I took a good program. and it's at a point
where I feel I wouldn't have to do anything
for the next two years, and the department
would still run pretty smoothly. I walk away
from this with great feelings from both
students and staff.
The university does plan to hire a new
director. An interim director, who has not yet
been named, will fill Petrick's position until
SCSU completes the hiring process.
'There are lots of talenied women and
men out there," Petrick said. "I'm sure SCSU
will have the second-best security program in
the .state."

Did you overspend your
Christmas budget? ·

Eliminate making multiple
payments per month, and possibly
lower your monthly paymeri.ts!!!

A consolidation loan from
MSUSA Federal Credit
Union can help you out.

No appointment neccessary, just
stop by Atwood A152.
Or call 654-5474 and speak with
our friendly loan officers today.

At CoMMUNTY BIO-RESOURCES,
you can give the gift of life
and earn money for spring
break. Thousands of people
Just like you re ly on plasma
products to live healthy
normal lives. Because your
donation is so important you
are compensated for your
t ime.
Plasma 0onations is compretely safe & easy, you can
use your t ime to study, relax,

C
·
ommumty

• ~ ~~ or plan your spring break get
away to Fort Lauderdale,
8·
Mexico, Vail, or any dest1na10-Resources t 1on of your choice. For more

•~

'-!D

2019 Stearns Way
Mon.,Wed., Fri. 6:00 am _ 4:00 pm
Tue., Thurs.
6:00 am - 6:30 pm
Sat.
8:00 am - 1:00 pm

.

Information or to schedule an
appointment call 259-6300.
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Winter woes
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The annual collaboration
ofstudent art, fiction,
and poetry invites ry'O'll
to submit your works
for the 1997 edition of:

Upper Mississippi.

HARVEST

Harvest Mailbox, Riverview 114, SCSU.
For more information, e~mail Heidi at:
gomezhOl @tigger .s tel o ud :ms us .ed u

·Ai\11.A. Presents the 4th Annual
Party Extravaganza!
Wednesday nights starting Jan .8 and running through
Feb. 19 at the Rox . The party starts at 9pm .

•Prize Giveaways
•Free Trips
•Tan Contest
•Drink Specials
•New and Improved Dating Game

:' .•

-~~

--====:hl. ~

.

Remember, AMA has youF Spring Break Package to:

* Acapulco

* Mazatlan

•

* Panama City Beach

• · · . ·•

Free tan and trtal membership at Midtown Fitness with purchase of
Spring Break Package.

For more information on Sprtng Break Packages, call the AMA office at 255-3770,
Layla at 203-1257 or Jason at 259-9055, or stop by Atwood room 119 A.
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Get
Ready
for the
Future!

TOWNHOMES
1812 16th St. S.E. 252-2633

Hoping to have a career after graduation?
Need an internship ?
The future is now! Sign up for JOB FAIR '97

Premiere Student Housing
c-+ Heated Swimming Pool
c-+ FREE Parking/Outlets
c-+ Sand Volleyball Court

c-+ Air Conditioning

c-+ Large S1orage Room
c-+ Frost-free Refrigerators
c-+ Heal 1µ1d Waler Paid
c-+ Laundry Facilities
c-+ Phone/Cable Each Bedroom
c-+ Vending Machines
c-+ Ceiling Fans In Every Bedroom c-+ c3mpus Clipper & Metro Bus
c-+ Individual Leases
c-+ Keyed Bedroom Locks
c-+ Microwaves/Dishwashers
c-+ Pleasant, Quiet Atmosphef"C

Call 252-2633

Job Fair '97 prep tips:
• Register ASAP at Career Services, AS 101.
• Research the companies that will be there • go to Career Services
for more information.
• Polish your interviewing skills• sign up for a Mock Interview,
Jan. 14, 10:00 a.m. at AMC Ballroom. Space is limited.

Don't miss your chance to have pre-arranged interviews at
the Fair! The resume pre-screen deadline is January 21. '

• 363-7797

Group Counseling Programs:
Winter Quarter
ADD/ADHD Support Group: Receive encouragement and ideas from
others struggling with the same issues.
Assertiveness Training Group: Learn effective communication skills, how
to stand up for your rights, and the difference between assertiveness
and aggressiveness.
Bulimia Support Group: This group is for
individuals who wish to receive continued
support and address concerns associated
with the eating disorder of Bulimia; those
concerns include depression, control, body
image, perfectionism and self-esteem.
Career and Life Planning Group: This group
will help students choose a iulfilling
career and make important life decisions.
Depression Management Group: The
purpose of this group is to help students
gain insight into depression and learn
skills to manage/alleviate depression.
Grief Group: A support group for persons experiencing grief due to the
loss of a friend, family member or signtticant other.
Healthy Relationships Group: This group is for couples who want to
improve their relationship by learning healthy communication skills.
Non-Traditional Student Support Group: If you are over 23, married or a
parent, meet other non-trads and share experiences and information.
Self-Esteem Enhancement Group: Structured, educational group
teaching skills which assist in the development of self-esteem.
Single Parent Support Group: If you are a single parent, receive support
and information from other single parents.

Hil\$

• 4 rope tows
• Lighted hills that range from mild
to wild!
• Warm chalet and snack bar
• $8 for adults $6 for children
$6 for groups of 20 or more

•

• 2 New snow-boarding hills

r----------------------,
I
SCS SPECIAL:
I
I

I

BUY TWO TOW TICKETS
GET ONE FREE!!!

I

I

L----------------------J
Private parties with beverage may
reserve the hill only after 9 pm.

Open 12 - 9pm
everyday

4 Miles south of St. Joe on Cty. Rd. 2 until
Junction 160, then right 1 mile
THIS COUPON NOT Vil-ID ON PRIVATE PARTIES
OR WITH OJ:HER SPECIALS

Zits Got You Down?

tr

Need? --Tetracycline. Retln A, Benzoyl Peroxide,
Erytbromycin, Sulfa. Bachim, Cleocin-T, etc.

We'ue Got The Medicines!
Make an appointment today
for evaluati on and treatment.

•255-3193•
SCSU Health Services
Accredited by Accredltatlon Association for Ambulatory HHllh Care, Inc.
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40%

cocker spaniel
residue

1-800-COLLECT

®

'44%
SAVINGS
Dial 1-800-COLLECT and save up to 44%.*
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Loquai inakes a splash
by Kerry Collins

against the University of St. Olaf,
the University of South Dakota and
South Dakota State University.
"I don't think I' ve gotten 1hat
SCSU junior Sarah Loquai may
be superstitious, but whatever her many firsts in a week before, but it
was nice,".Loquai said. "I was
routine is, it's working.
For the week ending Dec. 14, excited. It's a neat honor for me to
Loquai was named the North ·have."
The superstitions may help
Central Conference diver of the
Loquai prepare, but she says it is
week.
"I like to listen to the same songs mental toughness that allows her to
before a meet and do everything the prepare for the meets.
"Di ving is a really mental
same way," Loquai said. "A lot of it
sport," Loquai
probab l y
said. "You have
doesn' t matter,
to
visualize
bul you just
every
di ve step
have to do the
by step and just_
same routine."
tell
yourself
Loquai,
a
you can do it."
junior from Red
Along with
Wing, Minn.,
m e n t a I
has
enjoyed
to u g hn ess,
many successes
said
during her ti me
is Lawrence
Loquai's work
at
SCSU,
ethic
has
peaking at a
contributed a
fo urt h-p l.ice
great deal to
Kevin Lawrence
fi nish
at
how far she has
nationals last
DIVING COACH
come.
year, along with
"She
is
the confe rence
titles in both 'the I-meter and 3- willing to w9rk hard to succeed and
wants to succeed," Lawrence said.
meter diving events.
"She's
not
really
that "(Loquai's) a leader for us. We have
superstitious, but she likes things a strong squad and she is definitely
the same," said Kevin Lawrence, a leader."
Loquai said she wanlS to surpass
SCSU's diving coach. "Last year I
got a haircut during the national or her national fourth-place finish
the conference meet and she got a from last season and defend both of
her conference cllampionships.
lillicworried."
"I wou ld like to win both events
During the week the NCC
honored the Red Wing, Minn., at conference again and would like
native, she tallied six tirst-place to finish in the top three at Julia PetersonlPHOTO FJ)fTOR
nationals," Loquai said. "It would Junior diver Sarah Loquai received North Central Conference
finishes in three meets.
Loquai won both diving events be awesome if I co~ld win though." diver of the week honors for the week ending Dec. 14.
SPORTS EDITOR

(Loquai's) a
leader for us. We
have a strong
squad and she
definitely a leader.

scsu

Hoopsters enjoy weekend sweep
by Rob ).aP/ante
STAFF WRITER ....

The SCSU men's basketball team used their
good looks to take advantage of two North
Central Conference opponenlS.
The Huskies (11-2 overall, 3-1 NCC) picked
up a sweep on the road this past weekend, thanks
to some high percentage shots that saw SCSU
shoot better than 50 percent over the weekend.
Friday night against the University of
Northern Colorado, SCSU was in total control
thanks to the play of their two big men on route
to an 80-70 victory.
Junior center Jon Hinzman led the Huskies
with 18 points, while senior forward Shane
Poepping added 14. .
"(UNC) was focusing on our guards early
trying to take them out of their game," Hinzman
said. 'That enabled me and Shane (Poepping) to
get some good looks at the ~asket and we were
able to hit the open shots:•
The Huskies knew going into the game with
UNC that they had to concentrate on shutting
down the Bears' all-NCC center John
McFarland.
"McFarland is an all-conference player and
we had to be extremely aware of him," said
SCSU head coach Butch Raymond. "We also
had to be aware of their perimeter players,
t.?eacause they arc all capable of scoring 20 points
a game and I thought our guys did a good job of

shutting them down."
Senior guard Tony Morrow led the Huskies in
scoring with 19 points and sophomore guard Jon
Bryant added 15. Junior point guard Sean
Whilock had a strong all-around game with five
points while dishing out a game-high 10 assists.
The Huskies carried their momentum into
Satu,day n;ght's contest
with the Uni versity of
Nebraska Omaha where
SCSU jumped to an early
10-2 lead over the
Mavericks.

E
q

sev!!1a~ Huskies :i~~~a~~
aHempts
by
the
Mavericks, but managed
to hold on till the very end

S~Poepping in t~:a~~-l!'~~1m!~rers
Big weekelld
With. 20 points and once
again, the Huskies were
able to get some good inside looks from
Hinzman and Poepping who contributed a
combined 22 poinlS and 18 rebounds.
"We played exceptional defense both nights,"
Poepping said. "We were able to get a lead on
both teams, but every team in the NCC is going
to make a run at you and we did a g.ood job of
regrouping when they did."
The Mavericks pulled to 61-59 with under a
minute to play after two free-throws by the

Mavericks' Charles Thompson.
Thompson was fou led by Poepping after the
SCSU forward thought he had forced a jump ball
in a tie up.
The Huskies inbounded the ball and with
time running out on the shot clock, Poepping hit
a key jumper at the buZZ!!r with 7.6 seconds
remaining to insure the Husky victory.
"I tied the guy up in the scramhle and I
thought I had forced a jump ball," Poepping said.
"Fortunately, I got a chance to redeem myself al
the end and it felt good to bring home two wins
on the road."
The Huskies opened the NCC season at home
over break, defeating the defending NCC
champion South Dakota State Jackrabbitts
before losing to Augus1ana College.
The Huskies dominated the Jackrabbitts from
the perimeter, where the trio of Whitlock,
Morrow and Bryant combined for 75 points.
"Neither team was able 10 stop the other but
our guards carried us," Raymond said. "We had
some problems against Augustana stopping not
just one of their players but all of !hem, as a
result we finished with a split."
The Huskies will try and continue their quick
start against two hot teams.
Friday night SCSU will host the University of
North Dakota and Saturday evening the
undefeated Nonh Dakota State University Bison
will invade Halcnbeck Hall. Both games are
slated for 7 p.m.

SCSUtied

Jor.fitStin
WGHA
by Kerry Collins
SPORTS EDITOR

Despite getting shelled Friday
night by the University of Denver,
the Husky hockey squad salvaged a
tie and one point in the standings
Saturday to tie SCSU for first place
in the Western Collegiate Hockey
Association standings.
The Huskies(-12-5-3overall, 105-3 WCHA) were blasted by the
Pioneers (11 -6-3 overall , 7-6-3
WCHA) 9-6 Friday, allowing five
goals in the first period.
"We just weren't in focus and
took them way too lightly,"
freshman forward Matt Bailey said.
"All over Friday... was just a
horrible game."
Denver's embarassment of
SCSU on Friday apparenlly woke
up the Huskies, as SCSU-camc to
play Saturday.
"I think we were looking past
them and they buried us," Bailey
said. "We knew ~e didn't play like
the team we are. and we wanted to
prove how we can play.''
The Huskies skated 10 a 1-1 tic
Saturday, thanks to a goat by Bailey
and some fi ne nctminding by
sophomore Tim Lideen.
Afler a scoreless first period,
Denver went ahead 1-0 after
fresh man Jon Newman scored at
the 2:26 mark.
Bailey tied things up at the
17:03 mark on the power play, and
got a liule luck on the goal.
" I went lo pass it and it hit the
defenscman and bounced right into
the net," Bailey said. "I got kind of
lucky.''
·
No one scored in overtime, and
SCSU came away with a poi nt.
J The point the Huskies got from
the tie knotted them up with the
University of Nonh Dakota for first
place in the league.
Fitti ngly, the Huskies host the
Fighting Sioux this weekend in
what is easily s_csu·s biggest
series this season.
'This series !s absolutely huge,"
Bai ley said. "We have to get four
points this weekend if we want to
win the conference. We have to."
SCSU split with the Sioux in
Grand Forks, N.D., earlier th is
season, and th:1t was without the
services of sophomore forward
Matt Cullen who Was ill.
"Any time you get a player back
like him it helps. He's probably one
of the the top one or two forwards
in the league," Bailey said. "I mean,
it's Mau Cullen.''
Bailey hopes the confines of the
National Hockey Center will give
the Huskies a bonus.
'The home ice will be a big
advantage because we need four
poin1s 10 win the title," Bailey said.
''It's four points and nothing less."
Both games are slated to begin
at 8:35 p.m. at the National Hockey
Center.
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Woes continue for SCSU women's hoops
Losing skid hits five in a row as Huskies have shooting problems
by Rob LaP/ante

Jenny Rood to the point guard position and ·
she's not a natural point guard so that took
her out of her game, which is the nUITlber
While the city of St. Cloud was under a three spot on the floor." said SCSU head
winter stonn warning laSt weekend, the coach Lori Ulferts.
SCSU women's basketbaJI team was being ,
As bad as things appeared Friday night,
w~ite-washed by the University of Northern , things did get better Saturday evening against
STAFF WRITER

cq1orado, 83A0. The 43 point deficit marked

th4

(Vl'fC) is a really good team, but our shooting is
what hurt us.

the University of Nebraska-Omaha

Huskies' !argest margin of defeat this
Despite trailing throughout the game, the
set50n.
Huskies never aJlowed the Mavericks to let
: The Huskies shot a season low· 23.3 the game get out of hand, but the Huskies just
pe.-Cent from the field and wei:e missing didn't have the firepower to overtake UNO.
sophomore point guard and leading scorer
'1 was pleased to see the difference in our
Katie Shea, who was out with a severely team from the night before," Ulferts said.
bruised knee.
"Arter looking at the game, it. was hard to
"It makes it tough when you have your - believe that we didn' t get beat by more
leaders out or the lineup," said sophomore because we turned the ball over too many
gJard Carrie McGonigle. "(UNC) is a really : times, but we did shoot the ball much l:>etter."
good team, but our shooting is what hurt us.
Despite a better offensive night, the
We weren't getting the ba11 into our post Huskies turned the ball over 28 times in the
JXtople."
.
82-75 defeat.
, The game was vutually over at half time
Four different Huskies finished the game
a~er the Bears captured a 42-23 lead. Things in double-figures in scoring, led by Shea who
g6t worse for the Huskies in the second half returned to the lineup and added 16 poijlts.
a(ter being outscored 41-17.
Freshman guard Samantha Brant added 15,
' "We weren't playing together at all," said McGonigle added 12 and freshman post Leah
senior guard Jenny Rood. "(UNC) is a good Thomsen added 14 before fouling out with a
team and they came out with a game plan that little over 10 minutes left in the game.
we couldn't handle."
UNO's senior forward Amy Breen led all
"With Shea out of the game we moved scorers with 22 points.

Carrie McGonigle
SCSLJ SOPHOMORE GUARD

"We came out Saturday against UNO
more aggressive," McGonigle said. "We
came out wanting to have more fun on the
court and really wanted to win that .game,
oposed to Friday night where we were just
flat."
•
The Huskies were swept at home prior to
last weekend by South Dakota State
University and Augustana College.
The Huskies have now dropped their last
five games bringing their record to 5-8
overall and 0-4 in the NCC. ·
"Our conference is extremely tough. We
just need to keep plugging away and set
simple goaJs for each game," Ulferts said. "It
does get frustrating though because every
game, it seems like each team is full of

seniors, and what it turns out lo be 'is
freshmen versus seniors."
The Huskies lone senior, Rood, says that
despite the slow start, things will get better.
'There have been some bad things that
have happened along the way," Rood said.
''Losing (sophomore guard) Teri Watkins for
the season and not knowing when Shea is
available is a big distraction, but we have a
young team and some of those players will
·gain the experience and confidence as the
season goes on."
The Huskies will next compete Friday
against the University of North Dakota and
Saturday against North Dakota State
University. Both games tip off at 5 p.m. in
Halenbeck Hall.
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Films
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"'Kids··
Unrated-strong adult content

14 p.m. & 7 p.m. Jan.9: 7 p.m . & 9:30 p.m. Jan. JO-Jr:

"
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Peter Mayer
8 p.m . Tuesday. Jan . 7 The Quarry. AMC
His music stretches the label of contemporary folk.

,.,.,,~J )(.,, ,,
~
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rosicio-T2-or€ff _________________ :
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Deadline: 4 p.m. Tuesday. Jan. 7
L For more in~~'!IE!iJ:1_f_a~~~~5..::~~~~~~~!'£~!'! the UPS Offire at

•...........•••..........•
visu.Al

ARCS

Spain in Color: 1949-1995
An Exhibition of Photographs Courtesy of Dr. Romo Hoff
Jan . 8-Feb. f3 Atwood Ct>nter Gallt>ry
Opening Rect>ption 3 p.m.-4:30 p.m . Wednesday. Jan . 8
Gallery Hours: Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-4 p.m.

:

:

For Career Information
Call

OUCilXiS/REC

•

Telemarlz Sriing at

•

Powder Ridge

•

4 p.m.-lO p.m . Sunday. Jan. 12

612-654-5089

•

:

Ma sits. Iconography : and Critical Renection
~
Barbara Bridges and Talahi School Students
•
Ongoing until Jan. JO Atwood Ballroom Display Coses :
Painted Wood and Paper Works by
Peg Murphy and Jill Dubb/t>dee Kuhn
Jan. 14-Feb. If Arwood Ballroom Display Cases

:

AM':_~f~_J

Jl

Still Deciding?

Taboo Blue
8 p.m. Tuesday. Jan. 14 The Quarry. AMC
St. Cloud's coolest jazz quintet

:We are talzing applications for UPS 1997-1998 Executit1e
:Positions: President. Vice President of Administration. and
!Vice Pcesidenr of Public Relations

' if'-1tJ

..

Downhill Skiing at
Spirit Mountain
Jan. 17-19
Moonlight Sriing at

SJ:O.OUDTECHNICAL

Warner late

COLLEGE

7 p.m.-11 p.m . Jan . 24

• Sign up fM aboi,e ei,ents in AMC 118

ADA AulSJiblc Pa.c:ilit1 Aft'lm11tin Actioa/F.ql>U Qps,Mulllt)' BdUClilw and l!mployc:-

oo,fr
Di& TH£ SHOW?
Stay inside and dig into the.,,
Oiroicle

J8
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Paid Advertisement

by Todd Karich
REC WRITER
As we relum to finish up the rest
of winter quarter I already hear the

breaking of new year's resolutions.
For those of you who promised

will be a drawing for prizes if you
get 15 points during the week.
Activity sheets win be provided so
it is easier to keep track of your
minutes.
"We have all been in'a position

Cartoon-Athon
provides
an
excellent opportunity to exercise
and win some prizes. I know it is
not a new car but it is still fun."
If you run, walk, swim, bike or
participate in any intramurals,
it all counts. For those of you
who lift weights, don't be a tough
guy, we know you had a favorite
cartoon character as a kid. Besides
for an extra two bucks you can
receive a body composition test
before and after six weeks. This
includes flexibility and strength
tests.
.
Fitness tests are being offered on
Jan. 7 from noon to 5 p.m. or by
appointment by calling 255-3325.
This program has been
established as a means to help
motivate you as an individual to
overcome those tough battles that
we have all faced at one time or
another while exercising.
Campus
Recreation
will
welcome all entrants into this
program regardless of your workout ·
background.

yourselves that you would start to
exercise more and lose those few
unwanted pounds, I have a surprise

for you. Chris Haukos, Fitness
Coordinator
for
Campus
Recreation, has come up with a way
that will make it fun.
The Winter Cartoon-Atholl
Incentive Program is here. Each
person picks a cartoon character
that will represent their name.
Using the honor system, each
person will record one point for
every 15 minutes that they work
out. These activities can include
everything fonn swimming, to
walking, to weightlifting. All the
great intramuraJ events count as
well.
Simple. You exercise, and get a
chance to win free prizes. Their

WHAT'S HAPPENING
AT CAMPus REc.
Boot Hockey Leag_
ue
Entries Due: Wednesday, January 8
Play Begins: Monday, January 13

Basketball Biathlon
Entries Due: At Time Of Play
Play Begins: Tuesday, January 2 t

4 X 4 Co-Rec Volleyball
League
Entries Due: Wednesday, January 29
Play Begins: Monday, February 3

Badminton Singles
Tournament
Entries Due: Wednesday, February 5 ·
Play Begins: Saturday, February 8

Racquetball Tournament
Entries Due: Wednesday, Feb. 12
Play Begins: Saturday, Feb. 15

Ice Hockey League
Entries Due: Wednesday, Feb. 19
Play Begins: Monday, March IO

For More Information
255-3325

The Cartoon-Athan
provides an
excellent
opportunity to
exercise and win
_some prizes!
Chris Haukos
FITNESS COORDINATOR
where we just seem to forget about
exercising"
Said
Fitness
Coordinator
Haukos.
"The

'96 Final Champs crowned
The year 1996 proved to be a
great year for a number of
intramural championship teams in
a number of different sports.
One of the fiiial events of the year
was the pre-season Basketball
tourney. A fierce tournament saw
over 40 teams vyning for the
coveted intramural champion
T•shirt.
In the women's championship
game the Kid Hoopsters, led by
captain Kari Brolsma, beat
Neimann by a final tally of 56-41.
We new going in that we had
to be able to control the ball and
not tum it over," said veteran
power forward Jackie Lothert. "
And then it was just a matter of
execution." Execution has proved
to be the winning ingredient for a
number of teams this intramural
season. 65-45 was the final tally
in the men's championship game
as Not So Bad proved to be too
m1.1ch for Jim's Towing, and for
that matter for everybody else as
well.
No team came within 10
points of the champs: They are a

heavy favorite going into the
regular season.
Speaking of favorites, the
Dawgs continued their run in
intramural championships by
winning the annual Pre•season
Boot Hockey Tournament.
"Ithinkl'mkindoflikeJerry
Jones, but in the intramural
world," said Jack Olson.
Olson's teams have all ready
captured the Flag Football crown
and are in semi•finals of the
Pre-season Hockey Tourney.
Longtime Program Assistant
and past team member of the
'Doom' Eric Knutsen said,'They
definitely are making an
impression and have become the
organization to beat in the last
year."
With a new year and a full
schedule of events ahead, if the
Dawgs are on your schedule, be
ready for a tough game.
The Three Point Shootout had
a record number of entrants with
over 100, but Nikki Iversin and
Bud Heifort took home the shirts.
~ to all who participated.

Halenbeck Hall S-120

BoLY ~~1"~
HOT SHormNIEST
• May enter one or
both of the events
• Mens and women's div.
• Sign up at the event

sPOT

w

Freen

in gt'eaf Prizes.

SHOTCONIIBT

Free,,

'Win Peat

Tues., Jan. 21st 6:30-9:30 PM
Halenbeck Fieldhouse

;rizes.

Cartoon-Athon
Incentive Program
January 6th to ·
February 18th
Fun!
Free!
Prizes!

Questions?
255-3325

Boot hockey is
for everybody
Each quarter at Campus
Campus Recreation encourages
Recreation we seem to have one the use of protective equipment.
intramural event that captures the Helmets are available for checkout
attention of everybody.
at the National Hockey Center's
Well, once again we are Pro Shop with a validated student
expecting record numbers for the ID. Sticks can also be purchased
Boot Hockey League. This league for a fee if one is unavailable to
is played down at the National you ..
Hockey Center, one of the top
'There are leagues for men and
facilities in the couritry.
women and different divisions of
Both rinks are used and split into play to suit your skill level. No
two playing surfaces with a divider broomball shoes will be allowed or
in between to keep the games any,other type of shoe that has been
separated.
altered to gain an advantage on the
Games are played in the main ice. Last year's champs 'Ron
rink as well as the practice rink. Jenny' will be back to defend the
Five players are allowed on the ice ' "A" title and Pre-season's champs,
at one time for each team, this the Dawgs, as well. Milwaukee's
includes the goaltender.
Best is the team to beat in the 'B'
Games will consist of two 15 division and the wolflen's division
minute periods, with stop time looks to be wide open.
being used in the last two minutes
Don't wasle any more time, sign
of the second period if the score is up your team now because entries
within two goals. ·
are due tomorrow.
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2,000 years ago,
Sages journeyed to unknown lands
to discover the Living God.
We invite you to journey ...
... to the north side of campus.
Sunday's at l l :00 a.m.

_&

w

University Lutheran - Church of the Epiphany
On the corner of 4th Street and 4th.Avenue
·

252-6183 •• LCM@1i99er.stcloud.msus.edu

ooif·r
Di&

·rHf
SHOW?
Stay inside
and dig
into the ...
UNIVERSITY

(MOnide
Dr. Paul Hjort

Chiropractor
• 100% coverage, auto

accidents and work injury
• Preferred One and other
•
•
•
•

insurances accepted
State of the art facility
New water massage therapy
Student discount
Convenient location
Near Crossroads Mall on
Division St. & HWY. 15

*call for appointment*
evening appointments available
3700 W. Division St. Suite 101

St. Cloud, MN 56301

zsi-3450

JEFF's
TOTAL BODY PIERCING

'5',>:

,~-.;:'!..~~

PROFESSIONAL
MASTER PIERCER · JEFF

RISING PHOENIX
TATTOO STUDIO
For Reservations call:
1 ·800-292-7704
210-761-651 l

16·21stAvenueSouth
St.Cloud. M,nnesota56301

For Appointment or Consulration
Call 320-255-7305 or 320-393-2654
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M1V cartoon duo succeed in fttst movie
by Tabitha Whissemore
STAFF WRITER

It started as a half-hour
cartoon on MTV in 1993. Since,
"Beavis and Butthead" have

become cultural icons for college
students and a parent's worst
nightmare. They have even been

the cause of debate on Capitol

Hill. Now, the two brain dead
. teens have found ultimate
stardom on the big screen.
In "Beavis and Butthead Do

America," the dimwitted boys get
off their couch and out to the great

beyond as they travel across the
country in search of their stolen
television. Along the way, the duo
get mixed up with a host of
unusuaJ characters, from sleazy
Southerners to thugs - they even

encounter the President of the
United States.
During the film 's opening
weekend, it climbed to number
one at the box office and received
·critical praise. Siske! and Ebert
called the movie "smart" and gave
it two thumbs up.
According to ScoJt Fountain, a
manager at Crossroads Cinema 6,
the movie has continued to do
well after several weeks at the
theater.
"The popularity of the
(television) show has attracted
many people," Fountain said.
It has especially fared well
with young adults and college
students, Fountain said. However,
curious children and adults have
also found their way into the
theater.
Another aspect of the movie
which is doing well is the music.
Several musicians contributed to
the soundtrack including Beavis
and Butthead favorites the Red
Hot Chili Peppers, White µlmbie,
No Doubt, AC/DC and Engelbert
Humperdinck. Accordirig to
some viewers, part of Beavis and
Butthead's chann is-the music
they play.
The MTV series that
generated the movie came from
the imagination of Mike Judge, a
physicist-turned-comedian. Since
its debut as an outgrowth of

-

"MTV's Liquid Television," the
show has not only earned a cult
following in America, but
also intemationaJ stardom in
71 territories through MTV
affiliates, including Asia and
Latin America, and through
independent
broadcasters
in South America, .Europe,
New
Zealand
and
Australia.
·
According to Judge, the show
started when he was trying to
draw a person he went to high
school with. His attempts turned
into Butthead. After drawing the
character of Beavis, Judge
created
a· · two-minute
animated film called ''Frog
Baseball."
For those who have never Seen
the show, it follows the
adventures and television viewing
habits of Beavis and Butthead,

two metal-head teens in search of
women. Their politically incorrect
humor allows for nothing to be of
limits. Beavis and Butthead's
signature ·"huh-huh-huh, hehheh" laughs have found their way
into homes all over, along with
their uncanny knack for sexual
innuendo.
Some of their more notable
antics include cow tipping, poSing
as mall security guards and
learning CPR in gym_. Another
favorite of viewers is anytime
Beavis runs in yelling, "I am
Comholio!"
The reasons given for the

:~=~~-

show because they can relate to
the characters, especiaJly the
portrayal of the teachers.
"It's just funny," one student
commented. "You don't have to
think too hard."
The show doesn't appeaJ to
everyone. Many have labeled it as
immoral, hannful and just plain
stupid. This controversy has not
stopped millions of viewers from
tuning -in every night. Even with
a11 the politicians' talk on family
values, viewership and loyalty to
Beavis and Butthead has
grown.
Whatever
the
reasons,

Photo
exhlb
• 1•t to
open .;._
Atw.ood

===========

.1..1..1.

by Muhammad Karim
'SrAFF WRITER

popularity vary among
"I like it because it's stupid,"
Maho Kono, YEAR, said.
'They can do tilings real people
can't."
Others said they watch the

~~rn~!s !e::e~:d ~~t:e::~
An exhibition of approximately 69
no evidence of ending soon.
photographs will go on display tomorrow
"Beavis and Bullhead Do in the art gallery of the Atwood MemoriaJ
America"
is playing
at Center.
Crossroads Cinema 6. ft is rared
Entitled "Spain in Color," this show will
PG-13.
vividly depict life in Spain between the
===================================== years
1949 through 1995. These pictures
were taken by Roma Hoff, a professor of
foreign languages at the University of
Wisconsin at Eau Claire, and is an attempt
to capt:Ure the flavor of Spain from the post
sponsorships with other 01:ganizations, hosting having information booths_ in Atwood World War II era to the present.
by Sarah Tieck
According to Phyllis Van Buren, a
events
such
as
a
candlelight
vigil
last
fall
and
Memorial
Center.
DIVERSIONS EDITOR
The Women's Equality Group also holds professor of foreign language at SCSU,
"Our mission statement is to create an
Hoff has made 42 trips to Spain since 1949.
weekly protests at a local adult book store.
environment in which equality is the nonn and
"I have served as a facilitator for this
"You can connect things," explained
not
the.
exception,''
explained
Jennifer Gunderson, a senior and one of the event:' Van Buren explained. "Dr. Hoff
Sarah Cimperman, a senior and member
group's four co-chairs. "A lot of our people do asked me last summer if SCSU would be
interested in showing her photographs
of the SCSU Women's Equality
volunteer work."
Group.
Cimperman has been a member of the depicting the history pf Spain. I promised
The Women's Equality Group is an
Women's Equality Group for two years and to look into the matter. When I returned I
to
organization working to infonn people about
said belonging to the group has influenced her made inquiries in regard to having an
women's issues such as sexual assault,
a great deal. AJ; a pre-med major, she has organization sponsor the showing of Dr.
domestic violence, sexism, work, family and
explored women's issues in her field of study Hoff's pictures. I spoke with Sarah Morse,
health.
and has been working as a volunteer at Woman coordinator of the Visual Arts Committee
"I think that we have done a lot because
and she exhibited an interest in sponsoring
House.
one of our goals is education,'' Cimperman
Gunderson has also worked as a volunteer such a project."
said.
in the community.
Sarah Cimperman
The group works toward their goal by
SENIOR
bringing speakers to campus through co-

Group promotes issue education

Our mission statement
is create an
environment in which
equaliJy is the norm and
not the exception.

GoroWOMEN'SGROUP, PAGE 14 ..

Go m SPAIN, PAGE 15 ..
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"Now I have a way to deal with it,"

Gunderson explained. "I can be pro-active
insteild of becoming cynical."
Gunderson said she's seen many people in

classes and on campus expressing frustration
in

the

face

of women's

issues and

obstacles. She said she believes the
Women's Equality Group is a good way to
become
involved
in
ending
the
problems.

"You can be contributing to (solving the
problem)," Gunderson said.
The group is currently in the initial
stages of planning its annual Spring
Sexism Forum. Gunderson said the topics
and speakers change with the changing

interests and
members.

focus

of

the

group

The group has approximately 14 members
on its roster - about half of those are very
active, Gunderson said.
The Women's Equality Group meets
on Thursdays at I p.m. in the
Women's Center, Colbert House North.

For more infonnation, call 255-~958.
Men are welcome to become involyed in the
group.

Women's Equality Group members senior Jennifer Gunderson, senior Sarah Cimperman, junior Chelsea Hibbard and her
two sisters protest the St. Cloud business, Pure Pleasure, (also known as the Adult Book and Cinema) on Highway 10. The
Women's Equality Group weekly protests at Pure Pleasure every Friday at 3:30 p.m.

"The Code's" humor beats "The Rules" games
by Sarah Tieck

Saturday date after
Wedsnesday (Rule 7)? ,
Schneider and Fein
It's Ellen Fein and Sherrie advise women to follow
Schneider with ''The Rules" versus '"The Rules" religiously,
Nate Penn and Lawrence LaRose or they warn, "you c;ouJd
with 'The Code."
easily end up alone."
Lately, I've been inundated by a
Readers
arc
book called 'The Rules." Every instructed by Schneider
time I tum the television on, there's and Fein· to "do
a talk show segment _ _ _ _ __ everything you
about this little book
possibly can to
and
I've
seen
put your best
numerous magazine
face forward.
articles and newspaper
Let him open
stories on this same
the door. Be
topic.
feminine.
After hearing so
Don't telJ- sarcastic jokes.
much information and
Don't be a loud, kneefinding such mixed
slapping,
hysterically
reactions, I decided to
funny girl. This is okay
go to the ·primary
.
when you're alone with
source and check it out for myself.
your girlfriends. But when you're
Yep, I went _out and bought a alone with a man you like, be quiet
copy of'The Rules."
and mysterious, act ladylike, cross
I star1ed the book with an open your legs and smile. Don't talk so
mind. However, the more of these much. Wear black sheer pantyhose
''time-tested secrets for capturing and hike up your skirt to entice the
the heart of Mr. Right'' I read, the opposite sex!
more disenchanted I became.
"You may feel offended by these
A few of these rules are suggestions and argue thal this will
reasonable and maybe even helpful, suppress your intelligence or
however, many are unreasonable vivacious personality. You may feel
and downright crazy.
that you won't be able to be
How on earth will you meet a yourself, but men will love it!"
man if you aren't willing to talk 19
I've got an idea. Why not be
him first or ask him to dance yourself? My hope is my Mr. Right
(Rule 2), won't return his phone will be intelligent enough.and open
calls (Rule 5) and won't accept a enough to enjoy me for the person I
8ooKCRITIC

"

... She calls herself a 'Rules
gir~' and if she has her girlish
way, sexual politics will
backlash to the age of Cleaver.
Nate Penn and Lawrence LaRose
THE CODE

am. Not for my ability to play some
manipulative game and act the part
of the ladylike and docile little
1950s woman.
I will admit there are a few vaJid
suggestions contained in the pages
of 'The Rules." For example, Fein
and Schneider write women should
"be a creature unlike any other''
(Rule 1), "be honest but
mysterious" (Rule 20), " love only
those who love you" (Rule 34) and
"be
easy
to
Jive
with"
(Rule 35).
These particular rules aren't
manipulative or dishonest. They tell
me I'm valuable for who I am and
to be confident.
Now, that's good advice.
''The Rules" has spawned a
couple spin-offs. One of the best
takes on Fein and Schneider's boo~
that I.came across was 'The Ccxle."
Penn and LaRose offer "timetested secrets for getting what you
want
from
women-without

Code"
'The
manages in its witty,
wonderful
and
incredibly funny way
to extol the joys of
being a swinging, free
bachelor.
Penn and LaRose
are excellent writers
and they. manage to
spite "The Rules"
with their light and
humorous look at
dating. Their book
contains everything
from a recipe for
risotto to "eleven

Sunday worship
doesn't have
to be fun ...

marrying them."

You may feel offended by these
suggestions and argue that this will
suppress your intelligence or vivacious
personality. You may feel that you
won't be able to be yourself, but men
will 1.ove it.
Ellen Fein and Sherrie Schneider
THE RULES

They write, "In these times of
the 'Rules girl' and the Sensitive
MaJe, few of us remember how to
Jive by 'The Code.' We need to
reach out to each other... Every
man must awaken to the
responsibilities of 'The Code... • A
new breed of woman is hell-bent on
dressing up sexuaJ relationships in
the Victorian fetters and snares her
1 sisters once fought so heroically to
break free of. She calls herself a
'Rules girl,' and if she has her
girlish way, sexual politics will
backlash to the age of Cleaver."

quick takes on getting in and
getting out of a relationship" to lists
of famous "Code" guys and girls.
Ifl had to follow the rules in one
of these tWo little books, you can
bet it wOuldn't be Schneider and
Fein's lead.
For a great read, light humor and
some witty writing, pick up a copy
of"The Ccxle."
Penn and LaRose have written a
terrific and satirical little treat. You
might be shocked at first, but after a
while, you'll see what a gem this
humorous paperback is.

but it can be!
Our Newman Catholic
Community welcomes you

o~\il~tw+

Newman
Center

CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY

Saturday: 5:30 p.rn.
Sunday; 9 a.m .. I l :1 5 a.m . 8 p.rn.
Mas$& Events251•326J

Office 251 -3260
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Cafe 10 offers world of culin.ary choices
by Lloyd Dalton

Variety:

across the highway from Cub FoodS.
This is not an i.deal location,

certainly. It would take a miracle
for someone who isn't looking
for the restaurant to stumble

across it. HoWever, anyone who
does happen to come across Cafe
IO is in for a very unique and
rewarding meal. The restaurant
specializes in American, Greek
and Middle Eastern cuisine, and
provides enjoyable meals in all

three culinary disciplines.

Atmosphere:

~

flavor. The music played during meals is
definitely non-continental. The combined
visual and audio effect, while certainly a
change from a restaurant like Perkin's, is not
at all unpleasant. A large selection of current ·
magazines arc available for reading while
meals cook. 1bese range from Rolling Stone
to US News& World Report.

Spain

PAGE

Variety is the strength of Cafe IO. Din'ers
whose idea of great food is ajuicy
burger, a thick steak, BBQ ribs, or a
hot dog smothered in ketchup with
onion rings on the side will find a
welcoming menu. Those who
prefer a hommos dip, or a pita shish
kebab, or perhaps a gyro or falafil
won't be disappointed. Nor will
those who hunger for spaghetti, or
chili, or walleye, or Lentil SOL!P
The' combination of ethnic
varieties makes Cafe ,.10 a good
spot for people with differing tastes in food.
Drinks, too, are varied, ranging from Iced Tea •
to Mango Juice.

Service:

Cafe 10 has a spacious, well-lighted
interior, and a decor that uses color, layout,
and an to communicate a Middle Eastern

~.

~

suggest, next to highway 10, on the south"east
side of St. Cloud behind SuperAmerica

Cleanliness:

Price:

FOOD CRITIC

Cafe 10 is located, as the name would

~
,

,

,

The service was excellent. Our meal was
prepared swiftly, and the waitress was
attentive. She brought water before we even
ordered drinks. Many restaurants do not do
this, presumably because the customer might
decide to drink the water and not order a more
expensive drink. Without being overly
enthusiastic, the service was impressive.

The meals at Cafe IO were moderately
expensive. ApP.Ctizcrs were between $2-$3,
and most sandwiches were around $3-$4.
This is cheaper than similar ·places, but most
extablishments include fries or onion rings
with the sandwich. Without these side items,
the lower prices do not necessarily mean a
better value. Dinner plates, such as the BBQ
ribs and Spaghetti with meatballs were more
expensive, around $8-$10.

Cafe 10 was impeccably clean. A sense of
order was evident from the 3{1'3flgement of
tables and chairs, ·and from the spotless
condition of the restaurant's' surfaces. The
only drawback was that the waitress did not
remove our appetizer dishes after we were ,
finished, calfsing the table to become
crowded. With the exception of this . minor
matter, Cafe 10 was very clean.

Overall: .

Food Quality:

[jjffjfi
The food was rather tasty, especially the
h_ommos dip. For those who aren't familiar
with hommos, it consists of mashed chick
peas combined with lemon juice and olive oil.
It looks somewhat like bleached chunky
peanut butter, but tastes very good.
The dish comes with sliced pita bread for
dipping. The pita sandwiches were also
delicious, whether they were lamb, chicken,
or a mixture. For dessert, the baklava was a
great way to end a meal. For $1.25, it's
somewhat small, though.

~~
For a small establishment in an out-of-theway location, Cafe 10 offered a good eating
experience, Tite prices, while not dirt-cheap,
are certainly manageable. The chief appeal,
was the incredible. difference in types of food
offered. Many restaurants find it convenient
to specialize in food from a particular
country, or cooked in a particular style. ~fe
10 has found its niche as a restaurant that can
prepare food from almost all backgrounds,
and prepare it quickly and well.
It- is the variety that creates in me the
desire to return to Cafe 10, and it will take
many visits before I have sampled all the
available menu choices.
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Morse, an art major at SCSU,
said she is honored to sponsor
Hoff's works. 'These pictures arc
really good, a.t showing the_flavorof
Spain in · recent times,'' Morse
said. "I urge students and
faculty to come and observe
these
beautifully
artistic
pictures."
Van Buren said she believes this
show has the potential to serve as an
eye
opener
for
students
at SCSU.
People in central Minnesota
tend to ignore how others might live
in the res t of the world, she said.

She added Hoff's photographs will with politicians,"Van Buren said.
help rectify the problem.
"But people getting to know
"Dr. Hoff's photographs help us people helps to open all kinds of
to be in Spaiq with the people and , doors to the appreciation of
their environment," Van Buren said. diversity. Our wants, needs and
'They bring a pait of the world to desires
are
basically
St. Cloud."
internationally the same."
Van Buren said she feels the
Morse said she felt good
exhibition will prove to be a way to about this exhibition because it
promote
cultural
diversity.
will give students an opportunity
Observing the homes, landscapes to see a part of the world
and people of Spain will show they shrouded in myth and mystery.
are no different than the people Of Everyone will have a chance to
St. Cloud, she said. •
separate fact from fiction.
"We have problems with
Morse said an invitation has
governments, we have problems been
extended
by
the

These pictures are
really good at
showing the flavor of
Spain in recent times.
Sarah Morse
VISUAL ARTS COMMITTEE
COOROINATOR

0-60% OFF

photographer t.o have an
exhibition of her pictures next
year as a result of trips to Latin
America.

"Spain in Color"
is
scheduled to open tomnwrrow
and continue until Feb. 13. This
exhibition will be shown in the
art gallery of the AMC. An
opening reception will be held
from3p.mto4:30p.m Wed.. Jan
8. Romn Hoff is scheduled to
attend the reception. For more
information call 255-2205.

Me, cook?
Not when I can
order irom:

, ELECTED CLOTHING!

MENS - Shirts, Jackets, Sweaters
LADIES --- Tops, Jackets, Skirts
Printed T-Shirts, Pants, Winter Accessories, Military Surplus & Much More!
Selected Merchandise Throughout the_Store--- Huge Savings Everywhere!
Inventory Reduction

BIGGEST SALE OF THE YEAR!
603 Mall Germain• 251-8962
Hrs: Mon.-Fri. 9:30 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sun. Noon- 5 p.m.

lie Dawer Daicious to 'lmr Door:

25)-996)
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Ebonics critics
lose focus on
original argument
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The tenn "Ebonics" is a loaded word today. The argument
over whether to recognize Ebonics, or characteristic AfricanAmerican language patterns as a separate dialect has become. an
issue of fiery debate. It has resulted in divisiveness in the
African-American community, and a veritable field day for
column writers.
For many, the debate is an opportunity to gleefully stomp
into the ground what they consider to be a ridiculous idea. For
others, it is simply an honest question of whether or not studen
might learn better from some011e who speaks like they do. Still,
for others, the argument is simply a chance to grandstand and
shout for attention.
The issue was triggered by the December decision of a
STAFF OPINION
school board in Oakland, Calif. to examine Ebonics as "a tool t
ERIC J. HEDLUND, EDITOR IN CHIEF
address the diverse languages the children bring to the
classroom." Almost immediately, people began shouting that th
school board was legitimizing slang in place of traditional
English.
Though never mentioned in the school board's decision, the
argument over whether black English should be considered a
separate language, a separate dialect, or just plain wrong
I'm a dyed-in-the~wool
moments would pass and
Day, r was glad 1 wasn't in my
quickly reached a fever pitch. The news media, always quick to
fuel the fires of controversy, happily jumped into the fray,
Minnesotan.
winter would thaw into spring, home state to experience it.
mostly lambasting Ebonics as stupidity of the highest degree
I was born here. I was
and all would be well. Even as
On my return to Minnesota,
raised here. Even though I'm
I began college it didn't effect a grey depression settled over
and accusing the OakJand school board of pandering for funds.
only 22 years old, I
me very much. I
me. I did not want to come
Faced with these accusations, the Oakland school board
home. I did not want to slip
quickly asserted its position that it had never challenged
feel like I've lived
complained about
through more
the cold and the
down a sidewalk in sub-zero
traditional English, but had merely decided to test thC theory
Minnesota winters
·
terrible driving
windchills. And I certainly
that children respond to teachers they identify with,
than I care to
·
conditions like any
linguistically. This statement was largely ignored. Most critics
didn't want to dig my car out
remember. And I've
.
other good
of a ?-foot snowdrift.
had more important things on their minds than children or
education.
·
noticed a growing
.
Minnesotan would, ·
When I lived in England
However, the statement deserves a look. It outlines the actual feeling of weariness
. .
and grimly trudged
for five months, it truly struck
during the past few
onward until lhe
goals of the Oakland school board, including the intention to
me that there are far more
winters. I've begun
snow melted.
pleasant places to spend a
"build on the language skills that African-American students
bring to the classroom without devaluing students and their
to question more
I just returned
winter. I marvelled at the
diversity."
strongly the wisdom of my
from a 10-day stay with my
green grass in January, and
Were it not for this statement, it would be easy to say that
staying in lhis state that, once
parents in their new home in
during my time there I barely
a year, transfonns into a
northern New Mexico. Every
saw a dusting of snow.
those who criticize the school board are wrong, and the school
tundra.
window of their house
I honestly don't know how
board is right.
When I was a child, winters display$ a mountainous
·unfortunately, both sides are wrong. Critics who see Ebonics
many more_ winters I want to
panorama, and only the
as nothing more than slang and proceed to dismiss it, ignore the didn't bother me. There were
endure here. My more
snowmen and forts to be
fact that language patterns, whether or not we see them as
mountaintops are colored
frequent whining about the
legitimate, do exist and do affect children. To ignore a language made, snowballs to throw and white.
weather might
hills to sled down. Winter also
dialect is to ignore those who speak it.
Occasionally
bemy mind's
It is acceptable to recognize Ebonics as a separate dialect.
gave my father and I a nice,
it gets chilly at
way of telling
flat, frozen lake from which to their high
After all, we recognize, among others, the Southern accent, the
me it's time to
Boston accent and the Minnesota accent. Why not an urban
launch our model rockets.
altitude, but
pull up the tent
I've
noticed
a
Blizzards and other snow
when it does
accent? It isn'~ limited only to African-Americans.
stakes.
growing feeling
However, to make changes in a school curriculum to address stonns didn't bother me either, snow, it rarely
The fact I
since they meant school
survives the
seem to have
one dialect means we should address them all. We do not make
of
weariness
would likely be closed, if the
provisions for Minnesota students to address their language
day.
injured my
during the past wrist this
'stonns were timed correctly.
While I was
pattern, regardless of its rich cultural history. Neither-do we
emphasize to teachers of Southern students the colmful rural
When I started driving, and there, I
morning by
winters.
when I first experienced
heritage of the Southern drawl.
watched the
performing a
driving through Minnesota
rather
The OakJand school district is wrong because it seeks, by its
temperatures in
winters, I began to see a
own admission, to place arbitrary language patterns ahead of
Minnesota dip down to
ungraceful hand-plant on the
darker side to the season. It
depressing levels. As I
ice on the way to class doesn't
universal ones. The Oakland school board is taking great pains
isn't~ pleasant feeling trying
watched the state tum blue on help matters !]lUCh, either.
to avoid telling any African-Americans that their language is in
to navigate freeways when all
the CNN weather map, and as
The prospect of moving to
any way "wrong." They ignore the basic educational fact that
children do not come to the classroom to bring their language
one can see is the dim red
the absurdly jovial
a warmer climate seems an
glow from the vehicle two car weathennan crowed about
excellent idea, but for now
skills. They come to the classroom to learn language skills.
lengths away.
how cold it was in
I'm resigned to watching my
Nevertheless, those
Minneapolis on Christmas
breath breeze.

AMERICA

Experiencing other climates makes
Minnesota winters less appealing

[I

jew

• •
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Clinton alienates
right, left; finally
the center
They said he'd never win and he won. They said he'd crumble and
fade away, but he persevered. They said in '94 there was no chance of
-him being re-elected, but he did it. So why do I find rriyself drifting
towards agreement with those critics? Through his first tenn, President
Clinton has shown his ability to co-opt Republican issues. His frustrated
opponents (among others) call it whifile-waffiing. Analysts simply call it
brilliant politics.
We have to give him credit. With the scandals and all the other
negatives of his administration, not to mention the resurgence of the
Republicans in congress, Clinton's re-election was impressive. Many
criticize his resolve; but the basis of politics is compromise. That is why
Clinton came out smelling like a rose after the
MEDIA
budget debate with the Republican congress in '95.

MEDITATIONS

~~:~~t~t:

~~:~ ~,;A~;u:

~:;ti~~:
0
election was an endorsement of every program
Gingrich supports.
In all the speeches I've heard given by Gingrich
(which are a lot; he enjoys the spotlight especially
if it's attached to a camcorder and microphone),
not once have I heard him utter the word
compromise. In fact, Gingrich is more likely to use
divisive and inflammatory dialogue. He addresses
the Democratic ideology as '.'the welfare-state."
Just because a politician would rather take away
subsidies for billion dollar tobacco corporations .
BY JASON
instead of taking away assistance from single .
LEfHERT
mothers, Gingrich labels them as someone who
''perpetuates the welfare state," aS if their life goal
was" to pay lazy people. In my book, that's just
plaip distortion of the facts v~a name calling. ,
But don't trust my book-rea~ Newt's. His GOP Action Committee
(GOPAC) sends out loads of materials to Republicans preparing for
elections. There is an emphasis on negative campaigning, as shown in a
list of speech words that are used to contrast Republicans with opponents.
The training manual advises use of words like, "lie, cormption and
incompetent" to characterize opponents. GOPAC also provides helpful
strategies like; "Go negative early," "Don't try to educate [the voters],"
·and "Never back off." How can people not expect voter apathy-when an.
entire party encourages the very attack-campaign practices that promote
it?
President Clinton may have an advantage in that his election was so
close, he didn't see it as a mandate for every single program he supports.
Incidentally, Gingrich's re-election in '94 was not much stronger than the
President's. Though Clinton has a knack for centrist and even rightleaning positions on hot is~ues, he needs· to pick them more wisely. The
essence of a great leader is to make tougli decisions.
President Clinton can make tough decisions and do the right thing
though there is little support or political gain (Bosnia, Haiti, canceling the .
promised middle class tax cut to deal with the deficit). The problem is, it
seems he's still campaigning. His latest stance on the "medj-pot" issue is
a perfect example. His past troubles with drug issues have left him so
scared of being labeled as pro-drugs, he's contesting a referendum from a
state with the country's most influeiitial electoraJ votes--California.
The referendum passed allows doctors to prescribe marijuana to
patients with serious, life threatening ailments if the doctor feels it will
treat the patient's symptoms. The Whitehouse released a statement
infonning doctors that any such action will be in violation of federal law.
When Clinton attacked tobacco last year, Bob Dole blasted him for the
rise in teen drug use. Is Clinton still trying to argue against Dole after the
fact?
·
C'mon, Bill! We all know you inhaled (ironically, Newt freely admits
he did)! We also know that your measure of economic success isn't "a
bag of pot in every kid's desk." So this hard line stance doesn't win you
any points. Besides, any polltical gain certainly doesn't justify
intervention of a law that deals with sick, often tenninally ill individuals.
The doctors have asked for it. The voters have approved it. The
patients have pleaded for it. In this age of state's rights, why not let it go
rather than taking the politically easy cop-out road. Just chock it up to a .
growing list of issues where Clinton leaves constituents feeling cheated.
He caved in to China's human-rights-violating regime for economic
reasons, backed off gay rights when resistance stiffened and abandoned
Surgeon General Jocelyn Elders when the heat was on. The majority of
voters knew of his tendencies, but still voted for him over Dole. I think
that speaks volumes about the Republican agenda, but Clinton is going to
leave an ugly legacy if he doesn't define himself while retaining his new
Democrat heritage.
Interestingly enough, the Republicans are the big "state's ri~~t's"
party. I.wonder if Gingrich would waffle away from that position.

Letter Policy
All letters must include the following:
Name
Year in school (if applicable)
Major (if applicable)
Signature
Please keep letters under 300 words.
We reserve the right to edit for length, grammar and syntax.
Form letters will not be accepted.
Please type all letters or send via e-mail.
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Housing
1 AND 2-BDRM. APARTMENTS.
$415-$430/month. Includes heat,
water, garbage and parking. 01r-stte
laundry, oo Campus Clipper bus
line. 654-8300.
$$$1-4-BDRM. APTS.
and efficiencies. $199-$260. Offstreet parking, $15. 259-4841.
2-4-BDRM. APARTMENTS.
Joint orjndividual leases. Rent starts
at $190. Heat, water and basic.cable
included. Plug-ins available with
reserved pal1dng. Laundry facilities,
mini blinds in each room, large

rooms.
HIGH
POINT
APARTMENTS UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT 654-8300.
2-BDRM., NEWLY REMODELED,
new carpet, new linoleum, new

~ind~ newly painted!! $415/month.
Includes heat, water, garbage and
parking with plug-ins. Available
now!! 654-8300

Close to campus. Heat included.
$205-$220/month. Low security
depostt. 255-9262.

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY.
PriVi3.te bedroom for woman.
Laundry, parking close to campus.

240-0796 or 252-9839.
AVAILABLE NOW!
Private rooms in house. New, close

to SCSU. ·$179/month, with men.
251-8284, 251-9418.
BEACHWOOD.
One-bdrm. apts. near O.T. and
Coborn's. Twelve month lea·ses
beginning 611 or 9/1. $320-$360.

Heat paid. Dan, 255-9163.
BENTONWOOD.

Two-bdnn. apts- SESt Ck>ud on bus
line. $390, twelve month le'ase.
$450, nine roonth lease. JNCT. Hwy.

bdnn. apts. Dan, 255-9163.

D

Tuck-under Parking
Laundry

□ Mini Blinds

D

Free Basic Cable

respectful young adults. Dan. 2559163.
. HOUSING.

Soott, (612) 263-1818.

ONE AND TWO-BDRM. APTS.
Available immediately. Starting at

$360/month. Call
Findera, 259-4040.

Apartment

PRIVACY IMPORTANT?
Female subleaser needed for spring
summer special). TOUR, US 8/4 U quarter to share four-bdrm. apt.
MAKE YOUR CHOICE! Call 240- University Village Townhomes, three
0234.to take a look.
floor living, on bus line. $230/month.
Move in date negotiable. Rudy, 2021385.

Quiet, convenient locations

D

HOUSES, GREAT LOCATIONS.
Quality living. 2-bdrm.-13 bdrm.
Heat paid, responsible and

MALE SUBLEASER NEEDED
for large two-bdrm. apt. $229/month,
heat and water paid. On bus line.

4 BEDROOM APARTMENTS

Dishwasher

a

CHARLAMAINE APT:S
1997 summer and fall best choice.
Across from SCSU! Attractive,
clean, quiet, smoke-free, well cared
for building with classic design. New

CLASSIC 500 & RIVER RIDGE APTS.
Off-street Parking

are per issue.
Classifieds will not be accepted over the phone unless you have standing account
with University Chronicle.
Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 S1ewart Hall. Forms are inside lhe door.
All classified ads must be prepaid unless an established credit exists.
Notices are free and run on a space available basis.
For more informalion, conlact Jill Otto, Classifieds manager, al 255-4086 or 255-2164,
during normal business hours.

'97-98 school year. 255-9163.

SUMMER-FAll RENTALS

D
D

Deadline: Noon, Tuesday, for lhe Friday edition; Noon, Friday, for lhe Tuesday edition.
Prices: Five (5).words per line: $1. Six (6) words constinues two lines, cosling $2. Prices

1oand 23. Dan. 255-9163.

4-BDRM. APT.
Close to campus. Dishwasher, large· unit and common area carpet.
rooms, two-baths. $220/month per
Practical price and more perks like
person. 255-9262.
sun decks, whirlpool spa, reserved
heated parking, dishwasher,
'97-98 HOUSING.
microwaves. Summer rentals
MPM. Dan, 255-9163.
include garage or reserve parking
spot. (Limited number of garages for
'97-98 SCHOOL YEAR.
2-bdrm.-13 bdrm. houses. t bdrm.-4

Policies:

D

Controlled Access

□ Microwave
□ Ind. Locked Bdrrns

D

D

D

Air Conditioning
Heat/Water Paid
On-site Caretakc;r

PILLAR PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
259-4259

Dan, 255-9163.
$179/MONTH.
Private rooms in two-bath apts.
across from U-Pik-Kwik. Quiet, wellmanaged building. Sublease
situations. $ saving opportunity,
below market rent, low deposit. 259·

o9n.
$179/MONTH.
Single rooms in houses and apts.

Close to campus, heat paid. 251·
8284, 251-9418.

710APTS.
Two-bdrm., $450. Three-bdrm.,

$600. Nine month leases. Electric,

heat. Free parl<ing. Dan, 255-9163.
A GROUP OF 3 OR 4?
Spacious apt., one arx:I two baths.

FEMALE ROOMMATE
wanted to share two-bdrm., two bath
apt. in West Stone Hilt Apts. Feb. 1.
$270/month. All amentties included
except electric. Washer and dryer in

Kathryn. 654-1540.

Good locatkm. Soot, 259-6TT3.
SUBLEASER WANTED
for spring quarter. Share wtth three
male roommates at the University
Village Townhomes. Price $2.00 per
month. Call 202-1535 for more
information.
SUBLET SPECIALS.
Three and four-bdrm. units close to
SCSU. Dishwashers, micros and
heat paid. Results Property
Management, 253-0910.

SUPER LOCATION.
$199-$235. 5th Ave. and 6th St.
251-0525.
WINTER/SPRING,
one, two, and three-bdrm. apts. Also

sgl./dbl. rooms. Dan, 255-9163.

Attention
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTSII!
Grants, scholarships, aid available

FLU VACCINE UPDATE:
flu vaccines received at SCSU
Heatth Services are not from Parke
Heat paid, parl<ing available. 253-. Davis. Therefore no further flu
1320.
injections are needed. Questions,

FOUR-BDRM., TWO BATH APT.

255-9163.

g:~~}~~~~y~~~~~~ t~~~ ~~~~:~~ ~5;-c ~eciJ~a~
(800) 543-4686 Ext. #1.
FUNDRAISER· .

Headquarters

and

all

other

student~ $5. All otherweekdays. $6.

Plan now for next semester.
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHERS,
Motivated groups needed 4) earn professional and courteous, will
promoting AT&T, Discover, work with you to determine a
gas, and retail cards. Since 1969, shooting schedule that will flt your
we've helped thousands of groups wedding day plans. Specializing in
raise the money they need. Call · candids before, during and after the
Gina at (800) 592-2121 x1-10. Free ceremony. You retain the negatives!
CD to qualified callers.
Two photographers to make sure
$500+

that every angle gets oovered. Very
GOV'T FORECLOSED HOMES
from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax,
repo's, reo's. Your area. Toll free
(800) 218-9000 Ext. H-3883 for
current listings.

SEIZED CARS

SUBLEASER NEEDED
spring quarter. Cost negotiable.

New carpet, paint Great location.

complete selection for you. Dan,

TOM'S BARBERSHOP.

Two barbers, al cuts Walk-ina 251-

FREE MONEYI!

SPRING BREAK MAZATLAN.
Air(? nights hotel/lree night~ social

f~U_R-BDRM. APT. ·
:~~!!s$$$~~~~!\o~c°o11~:am~~~~
:~;~~~it65:~.ross street from ·' info.: (800) 243-2435.

HOUSES, APT. HOUSES,
apt. buildings. MPM has the most

---------

$22G'month. $200dep. 202-9598.

apt. Call (612) 429-7047.
FEMALE SUBLEASER NEEDED
for four-bdrm. apt. during spring
quarter. Great location, free parking.

328-7513. Free food, drink and party
special!?!

255-3193.

from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs,
Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WD's. Your area. Toll free,
(800) 218-9000 ext. A-3883 for
current listings.

ROOM FOR RENT
in four-bdrm. house. Available
immediately.
Utilities
pct

One in four-bdnn. apt. New carpel.

'97-98 SCHOOL YEAR.
45 locations. Houses, apt. houses
and apt. buildings. Responsive and
respectful young adults wanted.

amantadlne anct other symptomatic
treatments. Call Health Services at

~~'.f;: rir:it::~tts

WHAT IF l'MPREGNANT!?

For help and hope call: St Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24-hour
hotline. 253-.1962. 400 East St.
Germain St, Suite 205, St. CIM.

Employment

reading$~~:sp:~:,SL!t home.
Toll free, (800) 218-9000 ext. R1800) _388_3_f_or_li_sti_ng_s_. _ _ _ __
$1,000'S POSSIBLE
typing. Part time. At home. Toll tree

SPRING BREAK MAZATLAN!

From $399. (800) 395-4896.

(800) 218-9000 Ext. T-3883 for

SPRING BREAK
Panama City Beach, Florida.
Sandpiper-Beacon Beach Resort,
three pools, one indoor pool, huge
beachside hot tub, suites up to
people, ti~ beach bar, home of tlie
worlds longest keg party. Free info.

,a

(800)

reasonable packages. For more
information, call Paul at 654-8501.

488-8828.

www.sandpipert>eacon.com.

listings.

$1,750 WEEKLY
possible mailing our circulars. For

info. call (301) 306-1207.
ANSWER TO NO ONE!!
Be your own boss! Don1 "Wor1<' and
still make great money! can 2031982.

SPRl~G BREAK'S HOTTEST!
www.studentadvtrav.com, (800)

t

APARTMENIS WIIl-1 OOMPUIERS

!?i~is~_
';;:;;:.'TO,';;,~ I ·~-,,
WITH ACCESS
' ,,, _,

·· •
MNWAS WEATHER
f
SYSTEM, UNIVERSITY
'~IU .J
LIBRARY AND MORE
-,;llf/,
IN YOU NEW APARTMENT BUILDING?

I
·
'

BRIDGEVIEW WEST AND BRIDGEVIEW soum
THE ONLY APARTMENTS WITH COMPUTERS FOR
SfUDENT USE AT NO EX"IRA CHARGE AVAIIABIE
24 HOURS ADAY.

call 255-4853.
?!! FLU YOU???
If you have a fever and cough, we
have medicines that help, including

PILLAR PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
259-4259
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for life drawing dass. For

information and application
form, contact the Art Dept,
scsu, 255-4283.

WEEKLY
INCOME
processing mail for
national company! Free
supplies. postage! No
selling! Bonuses! Start
immediately! Genuine
opportunity! RushSAS.E.:

NANNY.
Responsible, non-smoker to
help care for four children in
my home. Tues. and Thurs.,
4:30-9:30 p.m. Call Pegi,
252-8469.

V KC, SUITE 174

RESIDENT MANAGER,
looking for mature student
team to manage a 23 unit
student housing tomplex.
Duties
include:
office
administration, rent · collection,
resident relations, leasing, janitorial
duties, light maintenance, superior
gro!Jnds maintenance. , (Non•

1861 N.FEDERAL RWY

BAHAMAS.
looking for a great lifestyle? If you
enjoy excitement, people and travel,
our company is looking for you! Earn
while you learn! Calf 654-1110, M-F.
COACHES.
Now hiring recreational gymnastics
coaches for new facility in St. Cloud.
Must

have

some

CAMPUS REP
WANTED

MODELS NEEDED

GOOD

R0LLTif00D,FL 33020

experience,

·positive attitude and ability to work
well with children. 251-4m.
EARN S500 OR MORE WEEKLY
stuffing envelopes at home. Send
long SASE to: Country living
Shoppers, Dept. A40, P.O. Box

1779, Denham Springs, LA 70727.
HELP WANTED.
Men/women earn $480 weekly

assembling circuit boards/electronic
components at home. Experience
unnecessary, will train. Immediate
openings your local area. Call (520)
680-7891 ext. C200.
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traditional student couples are
welcome to apply) Compensation
includes a rent free, one-bdrm. apt.

plus salary and leasing incentives.
Send resume to Campus Place,
P.O. Box 1715, St. Ck>ud, MN 56302
or fax to 252-2752 or call 252-2000.
SPORTS MINDED,
ex-pro hockey players opening new
offices with International company.
Seeking motivated individuals for
high income potential. Attitude more
important than resume! Training
available. Call 654-1110 for
appointmMt.

SPRING BREAK CANCUN
or Mazatlan. Sell 15 trips and travel
free. lowest price guaranteed. Food
and drink packages available. Call
Sunbreaks, (800) 446-8355.

~h!e~~~;·!~e;:~~ti~~l~eng:e~~~e8Jr~a~
student tor the position olcam~us rep
Nosalesinvotved.Ptacea<fyert1singon
bulletin boards for companies such as
American Express ~nd" Microsoft.
Great part-time job earnings. Choose
ybur own hours; 4-8 hours per wee k
required. Call;
Carrpus RepProgram
American PassageM~a Corp
l 00WestHarrison,SurteS-150,
Seattle,WA981 19
(800487-2434&1.4444

SMITH CORONA
3700 word processor with 13 inch
monitor. Three years old. Perfect

Power Macintosh" 5400
120 MHzl/6MB RAMl /,6GB/8X CO·ROM

15" ~ : ' w ~ ~

couldn't be happier

that Apple is _offering a $150 rebate
to anyone who

shipof the world~rnostinrlcNalivetedmOOgy.Justthinkaboutit.Youcangetyourworkckloefastet

Thestuff)'Ollcreatelooksgreat.Aoo)'Oll(XK:ket$150.Sorubthesleepfn::m your eyes,peel)«b"Sclf
offtheo:u:h arxi hityourcam(XJS computer store today. And leaYeyour poa friend alone.

ti
•

Power Macintosh• 5260 lOO MHillliMB RAM/800MB/4X(l).lt(Mll4" bullt-in display~ Now $1,305
Power Macintosh• 7200 131 Mllz/!6MB AAM/12C8/oX(lJ.!lOM/!5" displaytri.,.t,oard Now $1,~,
Apple" Cplor Style Writer" 1500 ~-, 720x3(,0 dpi NOw $235

Apple· Laset'Wnter· 4/600 Now $721

St. Cloud State University Computer Store
Engineering and Computing Center Rm. 101
8am-4pm Monday - Friday

320/255-4944
http://www-acs-store.stcloud.msus.edu/
IC/996,wik O!m{NJer,~AJlrigbamm.tt.AHJk.lbe-'{i(Jleq,\ M.3<;MildnJosb.Pt,femu,. 1'11ffr Macinlosbllllds.,kllliltr11r1rrglrkmftmdemmts'

=:=~a::::=~~~~~::f:=:!:t~~;;;::::::::i::.;

. rompute,-iwhany,v:,J,eprinter. ltiidrimprol,ibil,,dbylm#. s«~mtlJerjorfarllltrruleslllldddails.AJl~romp,utnart~
t, /M«xJeSSilMklfndividualtwilhdisahitiJy.lir.u,,,,""" (US. onlJ),cull8()().fJJ0.7808o,rTY8QIJ-75H}6()/.

same address. Questions? Call Erin
at 251-9098 or 240-8647.

ALLIANCE TO FIGHT
eating disorders holds support
groups for anorexia, bllle'mia, binge
eating on Tuesday evenings 6:308:00 and saturday mornings 10:0011:30 at SCSU Women's Center.
Concerned persons group also
meet on Tuesdays at the same time
and location. For further information
call Maxine at 253-8976.
AMERICAN MARKETING
ASSOCIATION
opens the door to your future! Open
to all majors. AMA meets on
Wednesdays at noon and 5:00 p.m.
Join us!

One heck
of a great
sandwich!

WHAT IS THE TRUTH?
Been following the Jesus/Satan
debate? Don't believe everything
you read. Find out for yourself. Join
our informal study group as we seek
the truth about God and the Bible.
Mondays 6:30 p.m., The Loft,
Atwood.

a

Apple• Color StyleWriter" 2500
U{Jlo7Z(Jrj6odpi
Now$319

Check out Apple's Holiday Savings.
Right oow Awle f.omputer is offering a $150 rebate when you purchase your very own Macintosh'
personalcomputerarxianAwle'printet ltSoneofthebestchancesyou'lleverhavetotakeowner-

:~t:n:i::~e~~~~~n!;W;h~

THE LORD IS NOT SLACK
concerning his promise, as some
count slackness, but is long
suffering toward us, not willing that
any should perish, but that all should
come to repentance. II Peter 3:9.

AFED
the Alliance to Fight Eating
Disorders. The St. Cloud chapter of
AFED is looking for art, poetry,
stories, affirmations, photographs or
other media that relate to eating
disorders. The art work can reflect
causes of the disease, the disease
itself, recovery, or any other aspect
of eating disorders. These works will
be put together in an anthology that
will be distributed in spring of 1997.
Anyone can contribute. Contributors
can be recognized or remain
anonymous, whichever they choose.

15"di!/Jlayl~
Now$2,566

gets their own.

choose. lf you have contributions,
please mail them to: AFED do Erin
Muir, 1309 9th Ave. N., Sauk
Rapids, MN 56379, e-mail:
muire01@tigger.stcloud.msus.edu.

Notices

the Macintosh computer
Power Macintosh" 7600
120 MHz//6,J/B l«Jl/l.2GBICO-ROM

Personals
CHRIST AND SATAN
are REAL!! Don't put your faith in
false idols that can't fulfill their empty
promises, but put yOl!!r faith in Jesus
Christ, whose promises never fail!
Then you will know the truth and the
truth will set you free.

JESUS AND SATAN
STUDENTS ...
are pretend. The biblical Jesus lied.
need a job with flexible hours? (Marl< 10:29-30) ·1 tell you that
Meyer Associates, Inc. is looking for anyone who leaves home or
individuals with pleasant phone brothers or sisters or mother or
personal~ies and excellent listening father or children or land for me and
skills. Join the MANY SCSU for the gospel, will receive much
students alfeady working for MAi's more in this present age. He will
winnirg team! Here's what we offer: • receive a hundred times· more
*day, evening and weekend shifts houses, brothers, sisters, mothers,
available, ·change . your schedule children,
and
lands · and
from week to week, •starting wage persecutions as well." What wealth
of $6 per hour plus bonuses, did followers receive then? What
•average earnings of over $7 per houses and land did they obtain?
hour, •telemarketing for commercial, That is an appeal to bribery and
non-profit,
and
political greed. ls it pro-family to promise
organizations,
·•convenient, riches for leaving them? Atheism is
downtown St. Cloud locatioo, *job true. Are human beings just property
that enhances your resume! Call that can be replaced by others?
259-4054 between 9 a.m. and 9 Biblical Jesus thinks so.
p.m., Monday-Friday for a telephone
applicatioo. EOE
LAMBDA-LGBT STUDENTS
and allies meetings every Thursday
at 7:00 p.m. Call 654-5166 for more
infonnation.
For Sale

Your friend
down the hall with

condition. $250 or best offer. Call
Andrea at 202-9995.

PREGNANCY

TESTING.

ATTENTIONany women interested in playing
rugby. Contact Sara at 203-7287 or
Tina at ·255-4540. No experience
necessary. Anyone welcome.
Practices start in January.
SHRM,
Society) for Human Resource
Management will be having weekly
meetings on Wednesdays at 11:15
a.m. in Atwoo~fs Mississippi room.
All majors are welcome to foin.
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STUDENTS* **
WINTER
JOBS! *
Schedule your own
Day, Evening and
Weekend Shifts
as a Telephone
Representative

*

grea1 experience
far me. I started as a
T SR and was pmmoted w
sraff. I also won one of the

scholarships. There isn't a better

➔i~

parHime job in St. Cloud! "

- Brem/a Kole
One of tux! !995- 1996 Me,·er Scholarship Att,ird u·inners

Starting wage of
$6.00 per hour plus bon·uses;- - -

Call 259-4054 for a
t elephone interview

"I
reall y
enjoy the
J>eOJ>le---everyone is

nice! I don't know of any
parHi~e job where you can make
your own schedule and have the dollar

poremial ;hat you have here!"
-A,we C., Meyer Employee and SCSU Student

between 9 a.m.,9 p.m.,
Monday,Friday to apply
for day or evening positions.

- - - - - - - - WE OFFER:

* Schedule your
·own shifts
Ji!,

Paid train ing

,!, Bonuses paid
out each day

,le Periodic raises

* Earn up to $8.00 perhour with bonuses

* Convenient downtown
St. C loud locat ion

~♦♦

..-◄

M EYE R
ASSOC IATES . I NC

TELEMARKETING
EOE

+ C hallenging, but fun,
sit down job

* Do te lemarketing for
non-profit, commercial
and pc,litical
organizations.

* Job that enhances
your resume !

